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Abstract 
We discuss recent computational, experimental, and theoretical modeling of fluttering cantilevers (flags)            
parallel to internal and external flows. Fully-coupled flow-structure interaction is computed for            
two-dimensional flows, and the computational framework is also used to perform global stability analyses.              
These analyses, performed for both conventional and inverted plates (clamped leading and trailing edges,              
respectively), provide insights into the onset and regimes of flapping, and, for the conventional flag, the                
effects of confinement, and geometry of the flow path. For internal flows, a quasi-one-dimensional              
analytical model is developed which replicates the directly computed flutter boundary, and which             
therefore allows a wider parameter space to be considered. The model is also generalized to               
three-dimensional flows and can predict the flutter boundary and modes of oscillation observed in              
companion experiments. Finally, the results are applied to a novel flow energy harvesting device based on                
attaching a cantilever beam to a flextensional piezoelectric actuator. 
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